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Nubra valley is situated at 150 km from north of Leh. Nubra valley is one of the most amazing and
adventurous places which has been constantly promoted by tourism industry of India for many
years. Fortunately, many parts in the rich and fertile valley of the Nubra have remained untouched,
unexplored, unknown and undiscovered by locals and authorities in the place. This place was
opened in the year 1994 for tourism. Till date the place is like a mystery to the outside world.

People from various parts of country and world like to visit the place for to enjoy its remote and
extreme conditions with wilderness, extreme adventurous mountaineering trips and for demanding
whitewater trips with class IV-V rapids. The famous trekking package opt by most of the tourists is
the Classic Nubra Valley Trek. This place includes climbing at high elevation which is excess of
5000 meters above sea level. Such type of elevation does not provide any roads or facilities during
the trip. This place offers extreme adventure, thrill and great sceneries.

The climatic conditions in the place are quite warmer and soothing. Such climatic conditions provide
great favorable conditions for flora and fauna to grow and exits in the place. Though, when
considering animal habitat the place has very limited species of animals and birds that exists here.
Reaching Nubra valley will offer you with long drives in jeeps. The whole Ladakh and Nubra valley is
famous for various monuments and monarchies led by Buddhist monks and others. Leh is the
capital town of Ladakh, India. Ladakh is also famous as the highest region in the country.

Tourism companies that offer best and affordable trekking packages for Nubra Valley have rated the
place as most challenging. Every tourism company provides four types of rating to a place. These
are easy, moderate, demanding and challenging. To enjoy at the fullest, the tourists will need more
than two weeks off from their hectic schedules.

Well, for the families, who would like to visit the place but may not be interested in adventurous
activities. Such families can enjoy great scenic mountains, green lands, small treks, water bodies,
clean atmosphere and clear sky. The trekking in Classic Nubra Valley Trek package offers peace,
adventure as well as fun for every type of moods and personalities.

Every thing and every desire can be accomplished if you opt for trekking package of Nubra Valley.
The specialist tour operators are offering most reasonable and customizable packages for the
Nubra valley.
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Aqua Terra - About Author:
For more details on a target_new Classic Nubra Valley Trek and Trekking tours in India please visit
a target_new http://www.aquaterra.in aquaterra is dedicated in offering you information on River
Rafting and Trekking Expeditions.
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